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THE NONSTANDARD THEORY OF TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES

BY

C. WARD HENSON AND L. C. MOORE, JR.

ABSTRACT.   In this paper the nonstandard theory of topological vector spaces

is developed, with three main objectives: (1) creation of the basic nonstandard

concepts and tools; (2) use of these tools to give nonstandard treatments of some

major standard theorems ; (3) construction of the nonstandard hull of an arbitrary

topological vector space, and the beginning of the study of the class of spaces

which tesults.

Introduction.   Let Ml  be a set theoretical structure and let  *JR be an enlarge-

ment of M.  Let (E, 0) be a topological vector space in M. §§1 and 2 of this paper

are devoted to the elementary nonstandard theory of (F, 0).   In particular, in   §1

the concept of 0-finiteness for elements of *E is introduced and the nonstandard

hull of  (E, 0) (relative to  *3R) is defined.   §2 introduces the concept of 0-bounded-

ness for elements of *E.   In §5 the elementary nonstandard theory of locally convex

spaces is developed by investigating the mapping in  *JK which corresponds to a

given pairing.

In §§6 and 7 we make use of this theory by providing nonstandard treatments of

two aspects of the existing standard theory.   In §6, Luxemburg's characterization

of the pre-nearstandard elements of *E for a normed space  (E, p) is extended to

Hausdorff locally convex spaces   (E, 8).   This characterization is used to prove the

theorem of Grothendieck which gives a criterion for the completeness of a Hausdorff

locally convex space.   In §7 a nonstandard proof is given of the theorem of Krein

which states that, in a complete   Hausdorff locally convex space, the weakly closed

convex hull of a weakly compact set is again weakly compact.   The nonstandard

proof is somewhat simpler than the standard ones.   In particular, we give a quite

simple proof of the preliminary result (Corollary 7.3) which states that if  A   is a

0-compact set in a topological vector space  (E, 0) and if í/ i  is a sequence of

0-continuous linear functionals on  E which is uniformly bounded on  A  and which

converges to  0 on A, pointwise, then the sequence  \f \ converges to  0, pointwise ,

on the closed convex hull of A.

§8 concerns the natural pairing between the nonstandard hull (Ê, p) of a normed

space  (F, p) and the nonstandard hull  (E', p') of the dual space  (F', p').  We give

a standard condition on  (E, p) (independent of *3H) which is equivalent to each of
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the following statements, provided that  *M is   ^-saturated:

(i) the dual space of (E, p) is  (E1, p');

(ii) (F, 5) is reflexive.

It is a consequence of this result that there is a reflexive Banach space whose nonstandard

hull is a nonreflexive Banach space whenever *m is ¡X j-saturated. On the other hand, we

show that, under the same saturation assumptions, if 1 < p < °° and 1/p + l/q = 1, then /

and L ([0, l]) are reflexive spaces whose dual spaces are I    and L ([0, l]) respectively.

In §4 we discuss the extent to which the nonstandard hull of an  arbitrary Haus-

dorff topological vector space  (E, 0) in M is independent of the enlargement *M.

It is shown that either there are nonstandard hulls of  ('E, 8) which have arbitrarily

large cardinality or every nonstandard hull of  (E, 0)  is isomorphic to the comple-

tion of  (E, 8).  In the former case, every nonstandard hull of  (E, 0) contains the

completion of  (E, 0) as a proper subspace.

In §3 the concept of 0-finiteness, introduced in §1, is compared with the con-

cept of finiteness with respect to the unique translation invariant uniformity on  E

which generates the topology  0.   The latter concept of finiteness  was introduced

for a general uniform space in [3].

Preliminaries.   Throughout this paper 31Ï will denote a set theoretical structure

and  *!Hl will denote an enlargement of M.  The basic framework of nonstandard analy-

sis used here can be found in  [6] and [9], where m and *3R are structures for type

theory.  We assume that   M has as elements the sets N (of positive integers), R  (oí

real numbers) and  C (of complex numbers).   Moreover, the embedding x |—► *x of M

into *M is assumed to be the identity on N, R and C.  As usual, the extensions to

*C of the algebraic operations   +, • and   |  |  on   C are denoted by the same symbols.

The same is true of the extension to  *R  of the ordering < on  R.

For p,q £ *C, p =j ^ means that p — q   is  infinitesimal.  If    p is a finite ele-

ment of  *C, then the standard part of p in  C is denoted by st(p).  Define subsets

*C0  and  *Cj  of *C by

C» = \p | p £   C and p  is finite!,'0

*
Cj = \p\ p £~C and p is infinitesimal!.

Also define *RQ = *R n *CQ and  *R j = *R n*Cl  (so that  *RQ is the set of finite

elements of  *R  and  *R     is the set of infinitesimal elements of *R).   By  R+ we

denote the set of À in  R with À > 0.

Let  X be any set in M.  We define *[X] to be the set of standard elements of

*X; that is,

*[X] = \*x\ x£X\.

If p is an element of *X, then Filx(p) is the ultrafilter on  X determined by p:
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Fil„(p) = íy|  YC X and.p £ *Y\.

(Filx(p) is written simply as Fil(p) when convenient.) If J"  is any collection of

subsets of  X which has the finite intersection property, then the filter monad of J,

p(j), is defined by

p(cj) = c\\*a\a £?!= rm.

Recall that if  *5H is an enlargement of M, then for each  X in 51Í and each collection

S' oí subsets of  X which has the finite intersection property, p\S) 4 &.  In fact, in

that case there is an element  A  of  *J   which satisfies  A C p(j).   (Theorem 2.1.5(a)

of [61)

Although we usually assume only that  *M is an enlargement of JK, it is occa-

sionally necessary, in order to achieve a smooth theory, to assume that  *M is also

K-saturated (in the sense of [6]) for a sufficiently large cardinal number  k.  This

assumption will always be stated explicitly where needed.   (When discussing the

property of K-saturation, we will always assume that  k is uncountable.) Recall that

*5li is  K-saturated if and only if for every  X in M and every collection Cf of inter-

nal subsets of  *X, if  Cf has the finite intersection property and has cardinality less

than  K, then  Cf has nonempty intersection.   (Theorem 2.7.12 of [61.)

Another useful property of  *5IÏ, related to  K-saturation, we choose to call  k-

enlarging  (k an infinite cardinal).  We say that  *m is a  K-enlarging extension of 511

if and only if for every   X in M and every collection  Cf of internal subsets of  *X,

if  Cf has the finite intersection property and the number of elements of Cf which are

not standard is less than  k, then  Cf has nonempty intersection.  (Recall that a sub-

set of *X is standard if it equals  *Y for some subset   Y of  X.) We will  be primarily

interested in the property of being an ^-enlarging extension of M.   This property of

*51ï  is equivalent to asserting that the three (equivalent) conditions in Theorem 2.7.3

of [6] hold in  *5lï.

Note that if  k is a cardinal,  then the direct limit of a chain (of order type   k)

of successive enlargements, beginning with m, is a K-enlarging extension of Jll. Also,

if K is larger than the cardinality of every set in 511, then  *5H is /<-saturated if and

only if  *5ïï is 7<-enlarging.   Therefore, each  structure  5IÎ has  z<-saturated extensions

and K-enlarging extensions for every cardinal number  k.

Throughout this paper F and F will denote vector spaces over R or C, usually

assumed to be members of Ml. For convenience we let K stand for either R or C.

Thus *KQ is the set of finite elements of *K and *Kj is the set of infinitesimal

elements of *K. If E is a fv-vector space, then the addition on *E is denoted by

+ (as it is in E) and the scalar multiplication operation on *K x *£ takes (À, p)

to  \p.

Now let  £ be a K-vector space.   The algebraic dual of  E (consisting of all

linear functionals from  £ to   K) is denoted by  Ett.   If  0 is a vector topology on  E,
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then the dual space of (£, 0)  (consisting of all  0-continuous members of E  ) is

denoted by (E, 0)', or simply by E .

If E  and  F are K-vector spaces, then a pairing of  E and  F  is a bilinear func-

tional   (•••,•••) on E x F which satisfies:

(i) if x £ E and x 4 0, then (x, y) 4 0 for some y £ F, and

(ii) if y £ F and y 4 0, then  (x, y) 4 0 for some x £ E.

We denote the weak topology on  E defined by  F  and the given pairing by

o(E, F).  Also, t(E, F) is the Mackey topology and ß(E, F) is the strong topology

determined by the pairing.

Let  E  be a fC-vector space which is in 5H and let  0 be a vector topology on

E.   Denote by  ll(0) the filter of 0-neighborhoods of  0, and let 0(0) be the unique

translation invariant uniformity on E generating the topology 0.  Then (J(0) is the

filter on  £ x E generated by the filter base of all sets of the form

\(x, y)\ x, y £ £  and x - y £ U\

where   U ranges over   11(0).

Recall that for each x in  E,  Pg\x) is defined by

pe(x) = p(3x)

where  3"    is the filter of 0-neighborhoods of x.  Since  3"    = |x + Ll\ U £ 11(0)!  it

follows that  pg(x) = *x + pg(6) for every  x in  E.  Also, the monad of the filter

0(0) is an equivalence relation on  *£.  For each p in *E we denote the equiva-

lence class of p under this relation by  p(p).  Note that the definition of  0(0) im-

plies that  q £ p(p)^$> p - q £*U for all   U in 11(0).   Therefore, p(p) = p + pg(0)

for every  p in  *£.   In particular, this shows that if x is in  E, then  p(*x) = pg(x).

Note that since   U(0) is the filter of neighborhoods of 0 for a vector topology on

E, it follows that  pg(0) is closed under addition and under multiplication by ele-

ments of  *K

Recall that an element p of *E is  0-nearstandard if p £ pg(x) for some x in

E.   The set of 0-nearstandard  elements of *E will be denoted by nsg(*E), or simply

by  nsg.  We say that an  element p of *E is 8-pre-nearstandard if it is   o(0)-pre-

nearstandard in the sense of [6].   The set of 0-pre-nearstandard elements of *E will

be denoted by  pns g(*E), or simply by pnsg.   Thus p is in r>nsg if and only if there

is a 0-Cauchy filter  J  on  E which satisfies  p(j) C p(p).

We define an important topology  0   on  *E  as follows:  For each p  in  *E  let

J     be the filter on  *E generated by the filter base \p + *U\ U £ 1i(0)!.   It can be

verified that the filter system  {3"   | p £ *E\ satisfies the conditions which insure

that there exists a topology  0   on  *E  such that  J     is the filter of  0-neighborhoods

of p for each p  in  *£.   Note that the definition of the filters  J     insures that  0
P

is a group topology on the additive group of  *£.   For each  x in  E,  J,*   .  is the
(  x )
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filter on  *£ generated by  *[j  1, where  3'     is the filter of 0-neighborhoods of x

in  £.   Thus the mapping x I—» *x is a homeomorphism of  (E, 0) into  (*E, 0).

There is another convenient procedure  for describing  0.  As is discussed in

[3l, there is a natural uniformity 0(0) on *E which is the filter on *E x *E gener-

ated by the filter base  *[ö(0)].  The topology 0  is then the topology defined on

*£ by the uniformity ¡3(0).

Finally, we let  k(0) denote the smallest infinite cardinal number  k such that

there is a local base  ll at  0 for  8 with the cardinality of il equal to  k.   (U is a

local base at 0 for 0 if ll is a filter base which generates the filter ll(0).) Let

k(0)+ be the smallest cardinal number strictly greater than  k(8).   The degree of

saturation required on  *M in order to achieve a satisfactory nonstandard theory of

the space  (E, 0)  seems to be  K(0)+-saturation.

1.  0-finite elements of *E; the nonstandard hull.   Let  E be a vector space

over K which is an element of M and let  0 be a vector topology on £.

Definition 1.1.   An element  p of *£ is  8-finite if, for each 0-neighborhood

U oí 0, there exists an integer re in  N which satisfies p £ n*U.

The set of 0-finite elements of *F will be denoted by fing(*E), or simply by

fitlg.

Remark.   Suppose that the vector topology  0 is defined on  E by a norm  p.

If  U is the closed unit ball of (£, p), then *U = \p\ p £ *E and *p(p) < l!.  Thus

an element p of *E is 0-finite if and only if p £ n*U for some  re  in  N;  that is,

p is 0-finite if and only if *p(p) is finite.  Thus  fing consists of the elements of

*E which are norm-finite in the sense of [61. We will often write fin    in place of

fing when  0 is defined by a norm p.

Theorem 1.2.   (i) fin g(*E)  is closed under addition and under multiplication

by elements of *Kn.

(ii)  The topology 8   restricted to   fing(*E)  is a vector topology and fing(*E)

is the largest K-subspace of *£  ore which 8   induces a vector topology.

(iii) fing(*£)  is 8-closed.

(iv)   pnsg(*E) is the  8-closure of *[£] and is a subset of fin g(*E).

Proof,   (i) is immediate.   To prove (ii) recall that  0   is a group topology on the

additive group of  *£  and has the set \*U\ U is a circled  0-neighborhood of  0!  as
'V.

a local base at 0. Therefore 0 defines a vector topology on a K-subspace F of

*E if and only if each of the sets *U O F is absorbing. (U a circled 0-neighbor-

hood of  0.) Obviously  finö is the largest K-subspace of *E for which this is true.

(iii) Given any p in  *£ which is not 0-finite, there is a 0-neighborhood  U of
-^

0 such that  p f n*U for every  n in  N.  It follows that p + *U is a 0-neighborhood

of p which is disjoint from fing.   This shows that fing is 0-closed.

(iv) Theorem 3.15.2 of [6] implies that pns g is the 0-closure of *[£] in  *E.
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(The extra assumptions made on  *5R  in [61 are not needed for this result.) Since it

is evident that  *[E] is a subset of fing, (iv) follows directly from (iii).

Theorem 1.3.   Are element p of *E  is d-finite if and only if Xp £ pAo) when-

ever A e *K

Proof. If Xp £ pA.0) for every A in *Kj and if U is a 0-neighborhood of 0,

then the internal set i<u| co £*N and p £ co*U\ must contain a standard integer.

Therefore the condition implies that p is 0-finite.

Conversely, suppose  p is   0-finite.   Let   U be a circled 0-neighborhood of  0.

Then p £n*U for some  re in  N.  Therefore, p £oj*U for every infinite  co in  *N.

But given  A £ *K.   with  A ¡¿ 0, there exists an infinite  co in  */V  such that    1 > A<y.

Therefore, Xp £Xco*UC *U.  It follows that Ap is in Pg(0) whenever A is in *K v

Remark.   Since  Pg(0) is closed under addition and under multiplication by ele-

ments of *KQ, it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 that

p £ ting => p(p) C fing.

Also, Theorem 1.3 implies that  p is 0-finite if and only if

co £ *N ~ N => (l/oj)p £ Pg(0).

Theorem 1.4   // J  is a filter on E, then p(S) C fing(*E)  if and only if for

every 8-neighborhood U of 0  there exists re £ N which satisfies nU £ J.

Proof.   Let  J  be a filter on   E which satisfies the latter condition. Given a 8-

neighborhood  U of 0, there exists re £ N which satisfies p(j) C n*U.  It follows

directly that every  element of  p(j) is 0-finite.

Conversely, suppose  J  is a filter on  E  and  p(j) is contained in  fing.   If J

fails to satisfy the condition, then there is a 0-neighborhood   (/ of  0 which satis-

fies  nil 4 J for every  re in  N.  We may assume that   U is circled, so that   U C 2(7

C • • • .   It follows that the collection  A U JE ~ nU\ re £ N\ has the finite intersection

property.  Since  *5H  is an enlargement, this implies that there exists p £ *E which

satisfies  p £ p(j) and  p £ *(£ ~ nil) for every  re  in  N; that is, p 4 n*U for every

re in  zV.   It follows that  p is not 0-finite, which is a contradiction.

Remark.   It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.4 that, for each p in *E,

p £ fing <€> p(Fil(p)) C fing.

Corollary 1.5.   // 0 and 8   are vector topologies on E, then

(i) 0C 8' <$>  fing D fing',

(ii) 0=0  -^#>   fing = fing' .

Proof.   Obviously (i) implies (ii) and  0 C 0'   implies  fing 3 fing'.   If fing 3

fing', then /ig'(O) C fing.   It follows from Theorem 1.4 that for each 0-neighborhood
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U of 0 there is an integer re in N such that nil is a 8 -neighborhood of 0.  This

implies  0 C 0 .

Theorem 1.6.   Assume  *5R  is k(0)+-saturated.   Then for each p in pAO) there

exists an infinite integer co  in *N which satisfies cop £ Pg(0).

Proof.   Let p be in  Pg(0) and let   u be a local base at 0 for  0 such that   U

has cardinality  k(0).   For each re £ N and   U £ l! define the internal set A(n,.U)

by

A (re, LÍ) = ¡ttz| ttz 6   N, re < ttz and  Trzp £   ll\.

Since  pg(0) is closed under multiplication by elements of  N, each set  A(w, U) is

nonempty.  It follows that the collection of sets  A(n, U) is a collection of internal

subsets of  *N which has the finite intersection property and has cardinality  k(0).

By Theorem 2.7.12 of [61 there is an element co in the intersection of the collection.

That is, (o is an infinite member of *N and it satisfies  cop  £ *U for every   U in

ll.  It follows that cop £ Pg(0), which completes the proof.

If the topology  0 is metrizable, then the saturation assumption on  *3lî can be

removed.   In general, however, some  saturation assumption seems  necessary for

this useful result to hold.

Definition 1.7.   Let (E, 0) be a topological vector space in 5IÏ.   The nonstan-

dard hull of (E, 0) is the topological vector space  (E, 0) defined by

(i) E = fing(*£)/,ig(0),

(ii) 0 is the quotient topology defined on  £ by  0.

The canonical mapping of fing onto  £ will be denoted by  77.   (Thus  n(p) =

p(p) for all p in  fing.) Note that  77 simply identifies those elements of fing which

have exactly the same 0-neighborhood filter in  *E.   Therefore  (£, 8) is a Hausdorff

space.  If (E, 0) is a Hausdorff space then the mapping x t—» p(x) is an (topological

vector space) embedding of (E, 0) into  (£, 0).

Since there is a local base at   0 for  0 of cardinality  k(0), the uniformity  0(0)

defined on  E by  0 can be defined by a set of k(0)  semimetrics, as is well known.

Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.15.1 of [61 (and the fact that  8   is the topology

on  *E defined by  0(0)) that  (E, 0)  is a complete space whenever  *5H  is   k(0)^sat-

urated.

In any case, if  (E, 0) is a Hausdorff space, then the closure of (the image of)

E  in  E  is just  77-(pnsg) by Theorem 1.2, and this space is a completion of  (E, 0).

Indeed, if J  is any 0-Cauchy filter on  E then J   converges in  (E, 0) to  n(p), where

p £ ptf).
Now suppose that  0 is the topology defined on  £ by a norm  p.  As noted above,

fing is the set of p  in  *£ for which *p(p) is finite.  Also, /¿g(0) is the set of p

in  *E for which  *p(p) is infinitesimal.   Moreover, the nonstandard hull topology  0
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is defined by the norm p given on  E by p(x) = st(*p(p)) where  x = jr(p).  Thus the

nonstandard hulls constructed here for normed spaces are the same as those con-

structed in [61

Theorem 1.8.   Let /?,,•••,/?    be elements of fin g(*E)  suchthat n(p.),---,

77(75  ) are independent elements of £  over  K.

(i) For any X  , ■ ■ ■ ,X    e *K,  2? . X.p. = 0 if and only if A, =• • •= \   = 0,

(That is, p     . . . , p     are ^-independent over *K.)

(ii) For any X  , • ■ • ,X    £ *K, 2? , X.p.  is 8-finite if and only if A,, • • • , A

are all elements of *K_.   In that case

V/-i     /   /-1

Proof. If p ,,. . . , p are in fing and Aj, • • • , A^ are in *KQ, then 2? . X.p . £

fing by Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.3, for each /'= 1, •••, re, [A. — st (A )]p. is in

Pg(0).  Thus

and one part of (ii) has been proved.

Now suppose  n(p A • • • , rr(p  ) are independent in  E and A .,•••, A    are in *K.

Assume that 2? . A.p. = 0. If not all A. are 0, we may assume A, 4 0 and  |Aj| >

|A.|  for /= l,--- ,re.   Then  2?, (A./|A,|)z5. = 0.   Applying the previous argument

and using the independence of n(p^),- ■ ■ ,u(p  ) leads to the conclusion that

st(A./|A.|) = 0 for  /' = 1, • • • , re.   But this is a contradiction for  ;' = 1.   Therefore  A.

= • • • = A    = 0, and (i) has been proved.

To finish the proof of (ii), suppose  rr(p ^), ■ ■ ■ , n(p ) are independent and Aj,

• • • , A    are in  *K, and that

Z V; e fine-
7=1

We may assume that   |Aj| >•••> |An|.   If A {  is not in  *K0, then by Theorem 1.3

n     A.

y -i p. £ pAo).

But this implies that  st(Aj/|A1|) = 0, as above, which is a contradiction.   There-

fore, Aj,... , A    are all in  *KQ, and the proof is complete.

2.   0-bounded elements of *E.   Let  (E, 0) be a topological vector space which

is an element of JTÏ.
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Theorem 2.1.   A subset B  of E  is 8-bounded if and only if *B C fing(*£).

Proof. Assume B is a 0-bounded subset of £. Given any 0-neighborhood U of

0, there exists n e N such that B C nil, and therefore *B C n*U. Hence every ele-

ment of *B  is 0-finite.

Conversely, assume that  B  is a subset of  £  and every element of *B  is 0-

finite.  If   U is any 0-neighborhood of  0, it follows from  Theorem 1.3 that the inter-

nal set  {tu[ *B C co*U\ contains every infinite member of */V.  Therefore, it contains

some standard integer  re, which thus satisfies  B C nil.  It follows that B is 0-bounded.

Definition 2.2.   An element p  of *£  is 8-bounded ii there exists a 0-bounded

subset  B  of  £ which satisfies  p £ *B.

The set of 0-bounded elements of  *£ will be denoted by  bdg(*£), or simply by

bdg.

Theorem 2.3. (i) bdg(*£) is closed under addition and under multiplication by

elements of *KQ.

(ii) *[E]Cbdg(*E)Cfing(*E).

Proof,   (i) Let  p and  q be 0-bounded elements of *£.  Since the absolutely con-

vex hull of the union of two 0-bounded sets is again 0-bounded, it follows that there

is an absolutely convex, 0-bounded subset  ß  of  E  such that p, q £ *B.   Then p +

q £ *(2B) so that p + q is 0-bounded.   If A is in  *KQ; then there is an  integer re

in  N with  |A| < re.  Since  B is circled, Ap £ *(reß) C bdg.

(ii) This follows immediately from the definition and Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.4.   A subset B  of E  is 8-totally bounded if and only if *B C

pns g(*E).

Proof.   Let  B be a 0-totally bounded subset of  E and let p £ *B.  Given any

0-neighborhood   U of  0, there exist  x  ,■•• ,x    in  £ which satisfy

B C Ui*,-+ f| ¿= lf",n\.

Therefore  p £*x. + *U for some  i - 1,- • • , re.   This shows that p  is in the 0-closure

of  *[£], and therefore  p  is 0-pre-nearstandard by Theorem 1.2.   Thus   *B C pnsg.

Conversely, assume  *B C pnsg.  If  B  is not 0-totally bounded, then there exists

a 0-neighborhood U oí 0 such that for every  x  ,.. . ,x    in  E

B~UU,-+ l/| »-!,•••, n\4 0.

Since  *M is an enlargement, it follows that there is an element p of  *E which

satisfies  p £*B and p 4 *x + *U for every x in  £.  By Theorem 1.2 again, this

shows that  p is not 0-pre-nearstandard.   This contradiction proves that  B is 0-to-

tally bounded.
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Theorem 2.5.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) every d-bounded subset of E  is relatively 8-compact,

(ii) bdgC nsg.

Proof.   The vector topology  0 on  E is regular, so that Theorem 3.6.1 of [61

applies to  (E, 0).  Therefore a subset  B  of E is relatively 0-compact if and only

if  *B C nsg.   The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of that

fact.

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 2.6.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i)  every 8-bounded subset of E  is 8-totally bounded,

(n) bdgC pnsg.

Theorem 2.7.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) 0 is defined on  E  by a seminorm,

(ii) bdg=fing,

(iii) pg(0) Cbdg.

Proof.   Recall that (i) is equivalent to the statement that there exists a 0-bounded

0-neighboihood of  0.

(i)  implies (ii).  Let  B  be a 0-bounded, 0-neighborhood of  0.   If p  is 0-finite,

then p £ n*B  for some  n in  N.  It follows that  p  is 0-bounded and hence  fingC

bdg.   The equality (ii) is a consequence of Theorem 2.3.

(ii)  implies (iii).   This follows immediately from the fact that  Pg(0) C fing.

(iii)  implies (i).  Let   U be the filter of 0-neighborhoods of  0 and let 38 be the

collection of all 0-bounded subsets of  £.   If there is no 0-bounded set in   U, then  E

is not a union of finitely many elements of Jo.  Therefore  j={E~B| B £ X>\ has

the finite intersection property.  Moreover, if  A  is in  J, then  *A Cl pg(0) 4 0.  Since

the monad of J  is equal to  *E ~ bdg, it follows from Theorem 2.7.1 of [6] that

Pg(0) O (*E ~ bdg) 4 0.   Therefore (iii) implies that there must be a 0-bounded set

in   U, and hence that   0 is defined on  £ by a seminorm.

3.  Finite elements of *E relative to the 0-uniformity on   E.  Let  (E, 0) be a

topological vector space in 5IÏ  and let   U be the filter of 0-neighborhoods of 0.   For

each   F in 11 define   V(U) = \(x, y)\ x - y £ U\  (a subset of  E x £).   Let  0(0) be

the filter on  £ x E generated by the filter base  \V(U)\ U ell!.   Then  0(0) is the

unique translation invariant uniformity on   £  which determines the topology  0.   In

[3] the concept (for elements of  *£) of finiteness with respect to  a uniformity is in-

troduced.   In this section we compare  (J(0)-finiteness with the concept of 0-finite-

ness defined in §1.

Definition 3.1.   [3] An element p of *£ is  I3(d)-finite if for each  V in  0(0)

there exist  re  in  N and x in  E  such that  (p, *x) e *(V").
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The set of  o(0)-finite elements of  *£ will be denoted by fing.g..

Lemma 3.2.   If p £ *E, then p  is  ¡3(8)-finite if and only if for each 8-neighbor-

hood U of 0 there exists re  in N such that p £ *(U +• •■+ U) (re  times).

Proof.   Since the collection  ÍV(lO| U £ 11!  is a filter base for  0(0), it follows

that  p  is   (3(0)-finite if and only if for each 0-neighborhood   U oí  0 there exist  ttz

in  N and  x in  E  such that  (p, *x) £ *(V(U)m).   This is, in turn, equivalent to p £

*x + *(U + • • • + U) (m times) = *(x + (U + • • ■ + U)) (m times).   But for each x in  £

and each neighborhood   U oí 0, there exists  k in  N such that x £ kU C U + • • • + U

(k times).   Thus the result follows.

If   U is any subset of  E which has   0 as an element, then for each re  in  N,

nil C U + • • • + U (re  times); if, in addition, U is convex, then  nil = U +• • ■ + U (re

times).   The following theorem is an easy consequence of this remark and Lemma

3.2.

Theorem 3.3.   (i)  if (E, 8) is a topological vector space in 511, then fin Q,g.  is

a K-subspace of *E and ting C fin zvgr

(ii) // (E, 0) is a locally convex space in 51Î, then fing = fin fvgy

The following example shows that it is possible for  fing to be a proper  K-sub-

space of  finzvgy   By Theorem 1.2 this implies  0   need not be a vector topology on

finö(t9)-

Example 3.4.   Let  £ be the vector space of all real valued sequences  x =

(x(l), x(2),- • •)  such that  !re| x(re) 4 0! is finite.  Define a function d on   E  by

dU) =  Y \x(n)\l/n.

7Z=!

If  a and   b are in  R+ and  re  is in  N; then  (a + b)1/n < al/n + b1/n.  Hence

(i) if x, y £ E, then  d(x + y) < d(x) + d(y).

Now suppose x is in £ and  |A| < 1.   For some  k in N,  if re > k then x(re) = 0.

Therefore

(ii) á(A*)=2* = 1 \X\l/n.\x(n)\l/n< \X\^k-d(x).

For each  /' in   N let

I/. = J»J x £ £ and due) < 1//1

and let   U be the filter on  E generated by  \U.\ j £ N\.  By (ii), each  U. is absorb-

ing and circled.   By (i), U. contains   U2- + U2- for each  /' in  N.  Thus there is a

unique vector topology  0 on  £  such that   U  is the 0-neighborhood filter of 0.

Pick an infinite integer co in  *zV which is divisible by every standard integer

re in N.  (For example, let <o = (co )! where co'  is an infinite integer.) Pick r in

*N such that  (l/<y)1/r > %. Define an element  p  of  *E (as a function from  *N  in-

to  *R) by
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\(l/co)n     if t < re < t + co,

otherwise.

If p  is 0-finite, then, by Theorem 1.3, (l/co)p £ ps(0) and therefore   *d((l/co)p)

= j 0.   But

n=T

which is a contradiction.  Hence  p  is not 0-finite.

It remains to show that p is  o(0)-finite.  Let /' be in N.  Then for some co

in  *N,  jco   = co.   For each  i,  1 < i < j, define  p. in  £ by

pin)
Í p (re)    if t + (i - l)co' < re < r + ico',

'O otherwise.

Clearly, p = pl +• ••+?-. But for each i, *d(p) <co'/(o = 1/j and therefore p.£*U.. Thus p

e *((/. + ••• + U ■) (j times) for each / in  N.  It follows by Lemma 3.2 that p is

o(0)-finite.

Remark.   Let  (£, 0) be a topological vector space in JTl and let  ö be any set

of semimetrics on  E which defines the uniformity 0(0) on  E.   In [61 Luxemburg

defines a set  F of "finite" elements of  *E by

F = \p| p e *E  and  *¿(0, p)  is finite for all  zi e Sj

and sets   E    = [¿i(p)| p £ F}.  He uses  ö to construct a uniformity  Ü»  on  £Q, and

refers to  (EQ, ÖQ)  as a nonstandard hull of the uniform space  (E, 0(0)).

Let  0„  be the topology defined on   EQ by  ö„.   As was discussed in [3], the

set  F always contains  finp.g.    and  0Q  is the same as the quotient topology obtained

on  £. from the restriction of  8  to   F.   Therefore if (E, 0) is the space in Example

3.4, then  (E0, 8A is never a topological vector space.

4.  Invariance of the nonstandard hulls.   Let (E, 0) be a Hausdorff topological

vector space in 5IÏ.   It was noted in §1 that  (E, 0) can be embedded in the nonstan-

dard hull  (£, 0)  and, in fact,   the image of pns g in  E is a completion of  (£, 0).

On the other hand, if  *M is K-saturated for  k > k(0) then  (£, 0) is complete.   In

this section we investigate the question of when  (£, 0) itself is a completion of

(E, 0).  Since  p £ pnsg implies  p(p) C pns g, it is clear that  (E, 0)  is a completion

of  (£, 0) if and only if pns g = fing.   However, this is in turn equivalent to a stan-

dard condition on  (£, 0) and so is independent of the particular enlargement  *M

being considered.

Theorem 4.1.   Let  U  be the 8-neighborhood filter of 0  z're  E.   Then pnsg =

fing if and only if every ultra)'liter j on E which satisfies the condition
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(*) U  in   U  implies  nil £ A for some n in  N

is a Cauchy filter.

Proof.   Assume  pnsg=fing and J   is an ultrafilter on  £  satisfying  (*).   By

Theorem 1.4, /i(3) C fing= pnsg. Thus if p £ /x(J"), then by Theorem 3.12.1 of [61

there exists a Cauchy filter  § on  E  such that  p(p) = p(§).  But  J   is an ultrafilter,

so that  p(j ) C p.(§) and J  is also a Cauchy filter.

Assume that every ultrafilter satisfying condition  (*) is a Cauchy filter.  Now

p £ fin g implies Fil (p) is an ultrafilter and, by Theorem 1.4, Fil (p) satisfies con-

dition  (*).   Thus   Fil (p) is a Cauchy filter.   By  Theorem 3.12.3 of [61, p   is in  pnsg.

Thus  fingC pnsg and equality follows from Theorem 1.2.

Note that if (F, 0) is a topological vector space satisfying the condition of

Theorem 4.1, then all the nonstandard hulls of  (E, 0) are isomorphic.   In Theorem

4.3 it is shown that if the condition of Theorem 4.1 is not satisfied then the nonstan-

dard hulls are not isomorphic; indeed, there are nonstandard hulls of arbitrarily

large cardinality in that case.   The following result, from which Theorem 4.3 follows,

is of interest in its own right.

Lemma 4.2.  Assume that *5H is K-saturated.  If p £*E is not in pns g and A

is any subset of *E  which satisfies

p(Fil(p))C \J{p(q)\ q£ A\

then card (A) > k.

Proof.   Let  p £ *£ ~ pnsg and J = Fil (p).  Assume that  A  is an arbitrary sub-

set of  *E which satisfies  p(j ) Cljlp(q)\ q £ A\.   Suppose also that  A  has cardinal-

ity  < K.

First it will be shown that there is a *-finite subset  B  of *E which satisfies

ACS.   For each  q £ A  let  S(q) be the internal set

S(q) = äß| B  is a *-finite subset of    £  and  q £ B\.

Then given  <? x > • • • <7„ e A, the set  B = i q j, • • • qn ! is *-finite, and therefore satis-

fies  S £ S(q^) n . . .. nS(qJ.  Therefore, the collection  Cf = Í5~C^)| q £ A\ has the

finite intersection property.  Since  Cf has cardinality less than  k, it follows from

Theorem 2.7.12 of [6] that some set  B  is in the intersection of  Cf.   That is, B  is a

*-finite subset of *E and  q £ B  for every  q £ A.

Next it will be shown that  J  is a Cauchy filter in  (E, 0).   Let   U be a 0-neigh-

borhood of 0.   Pick a circled 0-neighborhood   V of  0 such that  V + V C U.  Now if

W £ *3r  satisfies   W C pCA), then  W C [J\q + *V\ q £ B\.  Since  3 is an ultrafilter

and   B  is *-finite, it follows that  qQ + *V £ *3: for some  qQ in  B.  But then for

some xQ C £  it follows that  F = xQ + V £ 3\  Now  F - F = (x Q+ V) - (xQ + V) =

V — V C U.  Since   U is arbitrary this shows that J   is a Cauchy filter.
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Hence pCA) C p(p) and p £ pns g [6, Theorem 3.12.3], which is a contradiction.

Thus card (A) > k.

Theorem 4.3.   Let (E, 8) be a Hausdorff topological vector space and assume

*M  is K-saturated where  k > k(8).   If pns g 4 fing, then the nonstandard hull (E, 8)

is a complete  topological vector space of cardinality greater than or equal to  k.

Proof. It was noted in §1 that (Ê, 0) is a complete space when *5Jl is k(0)+-

saturated. Let p £ fing ~ pnsg. By the remark following Theorem 1.4, fx(Fil (p)) C

fing and, by Lemma 4.2, the image of p(Fil(p)) in E has cardinality greater than

or equal to  k.   In particular, E has cardinality at least  k.

Remark.  Let  (E, 0) be a Hausdorff topological vector space.   Theorems 4.1

and 4.3 show that either the nonstandard hulls of  (E, 0)  are all  isomorphic to a

completion of (E, 0) (and hence to each other) or there are nonstandard hulls of

(E, 0)  of arbitrarily large cardinality.  In the latter case every nonstandard hull con-

tains a completion of  (E, 0)  as a proper subspace.

In the former case we say that the nonstandard hulls of (E, 0)  are invariant.

Theorem 4.4.   The nonstandard hullls of a normed space (E, p)  are invariant

if and only if E  is finite dimensional.

Proof.   Clearly, if  £  is finite dimensional, then the nonstandard hulls of  (E, p)

are invariant.

Suppose   E is infinite  dimensional, so that the closed unit ball of  (£, p) is

bounded but not totally bounded.   It follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 that pns a 4

fing.   The result follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3.

Remark.   A more direct proof of Theorem 4.4 is possible, as follows.  If  E  is

infinite dimensional, then the closed unit ball of (E, p) is not totally bounded.

Thus there exist 8 > 0 in  R and a sequence  \x  | re £ A/!  in  E  such that p(x ) < 1

for re  in  N and  p(x    - x   ) > 8 for distinct  re, ttz  in  N.   Then for each  co in  *N,

**<B is in  fin  .   Moreover, if co, co'   £ *N are distinct, then  *p(*xe¡)— *xj) > 8, so

that  tA.*xJi 4 ir(*x j).  Therefore  E has cardinality at least as great as the cardi-

nality of *N.  Since the enlargement  *5U can be chosen so that  *zV has arbitrarily

large cardinality, it follows that the nonstandard hulls of (£, p) are not  invariant.

However, the following example shows that there do exist infinite dimensional,

metrizable, locally convex spaces with invariant nonstandard hulls.

Example 4.5.   Let  D be a nonempty open subset of the complex plane, and let

£ be the space of all functions which are analytic on  D.  Let  0 be the topology

of uniform convergence on compact subsets.  Then  (£, 0) is a complete metrizable

locally convex space and  £ is infinite dimensional.

Using results of Robinson [9, pp. 155-158] we show that fing= nsg. Let B =

U!*C| C C D and C is compact!. Now let p £ fin g. Then for each compact subset

C oí D, p is bounded by a standard real number on  *C.  Thus if w £ B then  p(w)
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is finite.  Since  *[D] C B, we may define  / on  D by f(z) = st(p(*z)).  Robinson

shows in Theorem 6.2.3 of [9] that  / is analytic on  D.  Moreover, if   C is a compact

subset of  D, then p(w) =, *f(w) for all  w in  *C.   (This requires an argument in

addition to that necessary to show that / is analytic.   In fact p is S-continuous,

in Robinson's terminology, by Theorem 6.2.2 of [9].)  But this means that p is  8-

nearstandard to /; hence  fing=nsg.

In §5 it is shown that if (£, 0) is a Hausdorff locally convex space with dual

space  E' and if 0 is the weak topology  o(E, E ), then pns g = fing.   (Theorem

5.13.)

The following theorem shows that every nonstandard hull can be obtained as

the nonstandard hull of a complete  space.

Theorem 4.6.   Let (G, A)  be a Hausdorff topological vector space and let  (E, 8)

be a dense subspace of (G, A).   Then

(i) pnsg(*E) = pnsA (*G) O *E;

(ii) fing(*E) = fin^ (*G) O *£  and the quotient mapping 77: finA (*G) —» G re-

stricted to fing(*E)  induces an isomorphism (as topological vector spaces) of

(È, 8) onto (G, Â).

Proof,   (i) Clearly  pnse(*E) C pnsA(*G) n*E.  Suppose  p £ pns¿ (*G) O *E

and   U is a 0-neighborhood of  0 in  E.   There is a A-neighborhood   W of  0 in  G

such that  U = W n E.   Pick a A-neighborhood   V of  0 in   G such that   V + V C W.

There exists  x in  G  such that p £ *x + *V.  Since  E is dense in  G there exists

y in  E  such that  x £ y + V.  Thus p - *y £ *V + *V C *W, and p - *y £ *U.  Hence

p is in the  0-closure of  *[£], that is  p £ pns g(*£).   Thus  pns¿ (*G)  n*E C

pns g(*E).

(ii) The equality fing(*E) = fin¿ (*G) O. *E follows immediately from Defini-

tion 1.1.   It follows that 77 induces an isomorphism of (£, 0) into (G, A).  In order

to show that this isomorphism is onto  G, it is sufficient to show that, for each p

in  *G, (p + pA (0)) O *E 4 0.  But let p e*G and let  W be a *A-neighborhood of  0

such that  W C p¿ (o).   Then since   £ is dense in   G there exists  9  in  *E  such that

i/ — p £ W.  So  t? £ p + W C p + pA (0) and the proof is complete.

In particular, if  (F, 0) is a Hausdorff topological vector space and  (G, A) is

its  completion, then  (E, 0) and  (G, A) are isomorphic.   In addition by Theorem 4.6

the nonstandard hulls of (E, 0) arc invariant if and only if the nonstandard hulls of

(G, A) are invariant.   This is in turn equivalent to the condition that each nonstan-

dard hull of  (G, A) be isomorphic to  (G, A).

It is an open question which complete topological vector spaces have invariant

nonstandard hulls.  Note that by Theorem 2.5 a necessary condition for the nonstan-

dard hulls of (E, 0) to be invariant is that every 0-bounded set in  E be relatively

0-compact.
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5.   Pairings.   Let  E  be a vector space over  K which is an element of M.

Definition 5.1.   Let A be a subset of *E (internal or external). The hyperconvex

hull of  A  is the set of all elements of  *£ of the form  ££"_. Xkpk where  co £ *zV,

\p., p2, • • • p   S is an internal sequence of elements of A  and  {A. j, X2, • • • , X^l is

an internal sequence of elements of *R+ which satisfies   2¿_[ A, = 1.  A  is hyper-

convex ii it is equal to its hyperconvex hull.

If C is the set of all convex subsets of  £   and if A  is an internal subset of

*E, then  A  is hyperconvex if and only if A £ *C   In particular, if  C C £ is convex,

then *C is hyperconvex.   The hyperconvex hull of any internal set is again internal.

In general, the hyperconvex hull of A   is the smallest hyperconvex set containing

A.  If B C £  and   C is the convex hull of B, then  *C is the hyperconvex hull of  *B.

Note also that the intersection of a family of hyperconvex sets is again a hyper-

convex set.  In particular, if  0 is a locally convex vector topology on  £, then

Pg(0) is a hyperconvex set.

Definition 5.2.   Let  A  be a subset of *E  (internal or external),

(i) The  hypercircled hull of A  is the set of all elements of *E  of the form

Ap, where  p £ A, X £ *K, and   |A| < 1.  A  is hypercircled ii it is equal to its hyper-

circled hull.

(ii) The absolutely hyperconvex hull of A  is the set of all elements of  *£  of

the form 2£'_1 A^p^ where co £ *N, ipj, p2,- • • pw\ is an internal sequence of ele-

ments of A  and  [A  , X2, • • • Xji is an internal sequence of elements of *K which

satisfies  2?J_,  |A, | < 1.  A  is absolutely hyperconvex if it is equal to its absolutely

hyperconvex hull.

Analogous statements to those made above for the hyperconvex sets can be

made for the hypercircled sets and for the absolutely hyperconvex sets.  Also note

that a subset  A  of  *E  is absolutely hyperconvex if and only if it is hyperconvex

and hypercircled.

Theorem 5.3.   // 0  z's a vector topology on  E, then (E, 0)  is a locally convex

space if and only if pg(0) is hyperconvex.

Proof.   As noted above if  (£, 0) is locally convex, then  p^g(O) is the intersec-

tion of a family of hyperconvex sets and is therefore hyperconvex itself.

Conversely, suppose pg(0) is hyperconvex.  Let 11 be the 0-neighborhood filter

at 0, and let   U £ 11.   Choose   V £ *U which satisfies   V C pg(0).  Then the hyper-

convex hull of  V is also contained in p.g(0), and thus also in  *U.  Passing this

condition on   U back to 5R, it follows that there exists an element  W of 11 whose

convex hull is contained in   U.  Thus  (E, 0) is locally convex.

Now let F be another vector space over  K (also in 5H) and let   (•■•,■••)   be

a pairing between  E  and  F.   The image in  *5li of the function  (x, y) \—»  (x, y)   from

E x F to K is an internal function from *£ x *F to *K, which we also denote by

<•••,...).
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Definition 5.4.   Let  A  be a subset of  *E  (internal or external),

(i) A0 = \q\ q £ *F and   |(p, q)\ < 1  for all  p £ A\,

(ii) A1 = \q\q £ *F and  (p, ?)  £ *Kj  for all p £ A!,

(iii) A1 = \q\ q  £ *F and   (p, <?) £ *KQ for all p £ A\.

Following the usual convention, we denote (A1)1 by A11, (A')    by A'   , etc.

Lemma 5.5.   Fez A  czrecz B  be subsets of *b.

(i) A'CA°CA/;

(ii) A1, A0, are^ A'  are absolutely hyperconvex;

(iii) A1  and A'  are closed under addition and under multiplication by elements

(iv) if A C B, /Jbere B' CA', B° C A0, arez7 ß/ C A';

(v)  z'/ A   z's closed under multiplication by elements of N, then A1 = A  ;

(vi) A C A00C A"C Af/ = A^;

(vii) A¿¿¿ = A¿, A000 = A0 arezz- A^ = A';

(viii)  if A = *S for some S C E, /¿ere A0 = *(5°).

Proof.   Parts (i), (iii), (iv) and (viii) are obvious.   Part (ii) follows from the fact

that  *KQ, *K1  and  [A| A £ *K and   |A| < l!  are all absolutely hyperconvex.   Part

(vii) is an immediate consequence of (iv) and (vi).

Part (v).  Suppose  A  is closed under multiplication by elements of N.   Ii q £

A0  and  p £ A, then   |("p, q)\ < 1  for every  re in  N, and therefore  (p,q) £ *Ky  This

shows that  A0 C A'.  The equality A0 = A' now follows from (i).

Part (vi).   Obviously  A C A00.  Since  A¿ C A0, we have, by (iv), A00 C Ai0.  But

Ai0 = A" by (iii) and (v), so  A00 C A".

By (i), A" C Alf and, by (iv), A7^ C Alf.  Now suppose p / A11.  For some  zy in

A< we have   |(p, z/)| = A 4 *KQ.  But then A'  = VA is also not in  *K0, so   1/A'   £

*Kr  But then  (l/X')q £ Ai and   |<p, (l/X')q)\ = A', so that  p 4 Aif.  This shows

that  A1' C A^, and therefore  A1' = A7"7", completing the proof.

Definition 5.6.  Let A be a subset of *E.  Fin (A) is the subset of *E defined

by

Fin (A) = |p| Ap £ A  for every A £ *Kj|.

Note that, by Theorem 1.3, if  (E, 0) is a topological vector space in 511, then

Fin(/ig(0)) = fing(*E).

Lemma 5.7.   // B   is a subset of *F, then Fin(ß') = B\

Proof.   If p £ B1 and  A £ *K v then Ap £ B1'.   Therefore  Bf C Fin(ß!).   On the

other hand, ii p 4 B', then there exists  q £ B  which satisfies   |(p, f)| = A ^ *K

Then  1/A £ *K1 and  |((l/A)p, q)\ = 1, so that (l/A)p 4 B\  Hence p ^ Fin(ßO.

This shows that Fin(ßz) C B', and completes the proof.
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Let Cl be a family of o(F, EFbounded subsets of  F which satisfies:

(i) (JiA| A £Ö! = F,

(ii) if A j, A 2 £ Cf, then there exists   A    e Cf such that  A j U A    C A ,, and

(iii) if A £ Cf and A £ K, then AA £ Cf.

In that case the family [A   | A £ Cf!  of subsets of  E is a filter base for the

neighborhood filter at  0 for a unique locally convex vector topology  0(C() on  E.   In

addition, 0(Cf) is a Hausdorff topology and it is stronger than o(E, F).

Theorem 5.8.   Let Cf be as above and define  F(&) = Ui*A| A £ Cf!.   If 0 = 0(Cf),

then

/Xg(0) = F(®¿ = F(CÍ)0    and    f in0 (*F) = F (CÎV.

Proof.   Condition (iii) above on  Cf insures that  F(Cf) is closed under multipli-

cation by elements of N.  Therefore, F(Cf)' = F(Cf)° by Lemma 5.5(v).   Also,

HgiO) = r\\*{A°)\ A £CÍ! = n¡(*A)°| A £0!

= (UrA|A£Cf!)° = F(CÎ)°

by Lemma 5.5(viii).   Finally, by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 5.7,

fing = Fin^CO» = Fin (F «2)0 = F(ä)f.

Consider the following special cases of the situation described above,

(i) Cf is the family of all finite subsets of  F.   Then  0(Cf) - er(F, F) and  F(Cf)

= *[F].   Therefore

Pa{E¡F)(0) =(*[£]) '      and    iin(T(EtF)(*E) = (*[?]>>.

(ii) Cf is the family of all  o(F, E)-compact, absolutely convex subsets of  F.

Then  0(Cf)  is the Mackey topology t(E, F).   By Theorem 5.8,

^(£jF)(0) = F(CtV    and    finr(EiF)(*E) = F(CÏV.

(iii) Cf is the family of all  o(F, £)-bounded subsets of  F.   Then  0(Cf)  is the

strong topology  ß(E, F) and  F(Cf) = bda(F E)(*F).   Therefore

^ß(E,Fi0) = {hdcT(F,E))Z       and     fin/3(E,F)(*E) = (bcW,E))/-

Now let  0 be an arbitrary Hausdorff locally convex vector topology on  E which

satisfies  (£, 0)' = F.   Let ë = \A\ A C F and A   is 0-equicontinuous!.   By Theorem

5.8 (and the fact that  0 = 0(e)) we have

p9{0)=F(&y=F(&)°      and    fine(*E) = FÍ&V.

Theorem 5.9.   Assume that *5H  is  k(0)"*-saturated.   Then  F(ë) = pg(oY = Pg(o)°

= pe(0)f = ting(*E)f.
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Proof.   By Lemma 5.5(vi) and Theorem 5.8, F(ë) C pg(0)° = PgioY C ,ig(o)/ =

iing(*EV. Suppose  q £ *F ~ F(ë).   Let 11 be a local base at  0 for  0, with the

cardinality of 11 equal to  k(0).   Then   F(ë) = Ul*(^°)| U £ Hi.   Therefore, for each

U in 11, the internal set  A(U) = !p| p £ *U and   |(p, q)\ > l!  is nonempty.   Since

Il is a filter base it follows that the family  ÍA((/)|  U £ U\ has the finite intersection

property.   From Theorem 2.7.12 of [6] it follows that there exists   p £(~)\A(U)\ U £ 11!.

That is, p £ Pg(0) and   |(p, £/)| > 1.   By Theorem 1.6 there is an infinite integer co in

*N which satisfies  cop £ Pg(0).   Therefore, q is not in  pg(0r.  This shows that

PgioV C F(ë), and completes the proof.

Definition 5.10.   Let  (F, 0) be a Hausdorff locally convex space in 5IÏ and let

F = (E, 0)'.  Let  fe be the collection of 0-equicontinuous subsets of  F.   Then define

Mg = F(ë)    and     mg = fing(*E)¿.

Theorem 5.11.   Assume *M is k(0) + -saturated.

(i) (ttz/ = (mg)° = Ufly = fing(*E),

(ii) Mg= Fin (ttz g).

Proof.   Since  to g is of the form  A1, it follows that  (rrzg)1 = (m g)    by Lemma 5.5.

Also  (mg)1 C (TOgV = (fing)'7 = (iing)''  by the definition and Lemma 5.5.   Moreover,

fingC (fing)" = (mg)1.  Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 imply that  fing = (iing)', which proves

(i).   By Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 5.9, Mg= (iingY = Fin ((fing)2) = Fin(zT2g) which

proves (ii).

Remark.   Let  (E, 0) be a Hausdorff locally convex space in 5IÏ  and suppose that

*5H  is   K(0)+-saturated.   If s  is any finite sequence of the symbols   i, 0  and /, then

the previous results show how to calculate each of the sets

(pe(0))s     and    (fing)5

and that the result will be one of the sets  pg(0), fing, Mg or  TTZg. (It seems that this

degree of saturation is necessary for the simple relationships in Theorems 5.9 and

5.11 to be true.)

Theorem 5.12.   Let (E, 8) be a Hausdorff locally convex space in 5IÏ and let

F = (E, 8)'.  Assume that *5lï  is  k(0)+ -saturated and H -enlarging.   Then m g is the

monad of a filter on  F  if and only if there is a norm on  E which generates the topol-

ogy 8.

Proof. If 0 is generated on E by a norm p, then m g is the set of elements of

*F which are infinitesimal relative to the dual norm p on F. Therefore zrzg is the

monad of the filter of neighborhoods of  0 in the normed space   (F, p').

Conversely, suppose  TOg = p(3r) for some filter f on  F.   If  V is in  3", then

*V D TOg, and therefore, *V° C fing, by Theorem 5.9.   If p is any element of fing and

q £ TOg, then   \(p, q)\ < 1.  Therefore, if we set
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Cî = \W\ W £ *3  and   \(p, q)\ < 1   for ail   q £ W\,

then  Cf is an internal set.  Moreover, Cf contains any element   W of *J which satisfies

W C p(í) = TOg.  It follows from Theorem 2.7.3 of [61 that there exists   V in J which

satisfies  *V £ Cf.   Therefore, p  is in  *V°.  Thus we have  shown

fing = Ui*(V°)| VeH

But Theorem 2.1 implies that  V    is 0-bounded for every  V in  J, and therefore

fing= bdg.  Theorem 2.7 implies that 0 is generated on  F by a norm, completing

the proof.

Theorem 5.13.   (i) pns     £ F)(*E) = finCT,£ F)^*E^-

(ii) For every cp in F" there exists a a(E, p)-finite element p of *E such

that  (cp, y) = (p, *y) ¡or all y in F.

Proof. Recall that fin .P P, = (*[Fl)f.

(i) By Theorem 1.2 it suffices to show that *[F] is 0-dense in fin^, where

0= o(E, F). Suppose p is o(E, F)-finite and F is a cr(£, F)-neighborhood of 0.

It may be assumed that U = \y „ • • • , y ! where yl,.--,y are independent over

K. Then for each / = 1, • • • ,re, (p, *y.) is in *KQ. Therefore there exists an ele-

ment x of E which satisfies (x, y ) = st(p, *y ■) for / = 1, • • • , re. From this it

follows that  p — *x £ *U.  This shows that *[E] is dense in fin^.g Fy as desired.

(ii) Let cp £ F and let jy | t £ T\ be a Hamel basis for F over  K.  For each

finite subset S oí T let

H (S) = \x\ x £ E  and   (cp, y() = (x, yt)   for ail  t £ S\.

The collection  [//(S)! S is a finite subset of  Ti is a filter base for a filter  J  on

E.  Since  *5H is an enlargement, there is an element p of p(A).  Then (p, *y ) =

(cp, y)  for every  t in   T.   From this it follows that  (p, *y) = (cp, y)   tor all y in  F.

In particular, p £ (*[F])7 = fina(E P), completing the proof.

From Theorem 5.13 it is immediate that the nonstandard hull of  (£, o(E, £))

is isomorphic, as a topological vector space, to  (F  , o(F  , p)).  Another simple

consequence of Theorem 5.13 (using Theorem 2.4) is the following standard result.

Corollary 5.14.   Every o(E, F)-bounded subset of E is o(E, F)-totally bounded.

6.  0-pre-nearstandard elements of *£ and a theorem of Grotftendieck.   Let

(E, 0) be a Hausdorff locally convex space in 5H and let  F = (E, 0)'.   The following

result gives a characterization of the 0-pre-nearstandard elements of  *E  in terms

of the operations and sets discussed in the previous section.   Theorems 6.1 and 6.2

generalize the discussion of the pre-nearstandard points of a normed space given in

§3.17 of [61.
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Theorem 6.1.   Assume that  *JH  is ^„-enlarging.  If (E, 0)  is a Hausdorff locally

convex space and F = (E, 0)', then

pnsg(*E) = (Mg O /V(f,E)(0))!-

Proof.   For convenience designate  M g H/z   .P P)(0) by  G.   It will be shown

first that pnsgC Gl.  Suppose  p £ pns g and  q £ G.  Then  q £ * (ii ) for some 0-neigh-

borhood  U oí 0.  Since  p  is 0-pre-nearstandard, there exists  x £ E which satisfies

p — *x £ J4 *(/.   From this and the fact that  q £ ft     p EÁ6), it follows that

\(p, q)\<\(p-*x, q)\ + \(*x, q)\<1A+lÁ=l.

Thus p £ G  .  However, G  is closed under multiplication by elements of  N, so by

Lemma 5.5(v), G° = Gl.  That is, pns g C G*.

Now suppose   p £ Gz.   Let   (/ be  an absolutely convex 0-closed, 0-neighborhood

of  0 and let  Ö be the filter of o(F, E)-neighborhoods of 0.  Define the internal set W by

[ß = il/|  V £*ö and   \(p, q)\ < 1   for each  q £ (*U)° O Vl

If  V £ *0 and   V C z/(ö) = p^p E)(0), the assumption on  p  implies that  V £ Í9.

Since *JK is   ^-enlarging, Theorem 2.7.3 of [6] is applicable and implies that, for

some  Z £\J, *Z is in  CO.   Indeed it may be assumed that  Z = S    for some finite

set S = \xvx2,...,xn\ in  E.  So p e [*(l/° n 5°)]° = *[(i/° HS0)0].

Now  (700 = (/ is  ct(E, F)-closed and  S00 is the absolutely convex hull of the

of the finite set S, hence S      is o(E, F)-compact.  Thus  U + S      is o(E, F)-closed

and

(U° O S°)° = o(E, F)-closed absolutely convex hull of  U U S00 C U + S00.

So p £*U + *S00.  In other words, p = u + 2" , A.*x. where  u £*U, 0 < A. £ *Rn,r '   r 7 =1       Z        7 ' —       Z 0'

for each  i, and  2?al A¿ = 1.   Let <5. = st (X.) tor  i = 1, 2,.--,re.   Then  (A. - <5¿)*x. £

pg(0) C *U, so  p £ 2*(7 + *(2?ä1 S¿x.).  Thus for each  o(E, Enclosed  absolutely

convex 0-neighborhood   LI of  0,   (p + 2*U) ("I *[E] ^ 0.   It follows from Theorem 1.2

that  p £ pnsg.  Hence  G1 C pnsg and the proof is complete.

Theorem 6.2.   Let (£, 0) be a Hausdorff locally convex space and let  F =

(E, 0)'.

(i) Assume *Jfl  z's ^-enlarging.  If g £ Fn and g  is o(F, E)-continuous on

every 8-equicontinuous subset of F, then there exists p £ pns g(*E) which satisfies

(«. V) = <P> *y) for all y £ F.

(ii) // p £pnsg(*E) then an element g £ F#  is defined by (g, y) = st(p, *y)

for all y £ F, and g  is o(F, E)-continuous on every 8-equicontinuous subset of F.
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Proof.   Recall that a subset  A  of  F is 0-equicontinuous if and only if A C U

for some 0-neighborhood   U oí  0.

(i) Suppose  g  is   o(F, E)-continuous on each 0-equicontinuous subset of  F.

Then for each 0-neighborhood   U of  0 there exists a finite set  S(U) in  F  such that

y £ U   C\ S(U)    implies   |(g, y)\ < 1.  It is shown below that for each finite family

{(7,,•••,[/   ! of 0-neighborhoods of  0 and each finite set  íyj,---,y   i  of elements

F, there exists x in  E such that

(a) x 6 (I/O ns(i/.)°)° for  z = 1, ■••,«; and

(b) (g, y;> = (*, y;.) for ;'= 1,- •• ,to.

Then since  *5li is an enlargement it follows that there exists  p  in  *E  such that

(by (a)) p £ (*(/° n*S(U)°)° tor each 0-neighborhood   (7 of  0   and   (by (b)) (g, y) =

(p, *y)  for all y  in  F.   But the first of these properties implies

p £ (M9 nfct(E(F)(o))0 = («en^g^/o))''.

Thus, by Theorem 6.1, p £ pnsg.

Now let   U .,•••, U    and y,, • • • ,y     be given as above.  Let Hn be the span of

iy i> • • • >y   !  in   F and let  if. = span Í/.   for  z = 1, • • • , re.   Then g  is  o(F, E)-con-

tinuous on  H. for  z = 0, 1, • • • , re, so g  is  o(F, E)-continuous on W = z7n + H, + • • •

+ H .  Thus by the Hahn-Banach theorem the restriction oí g to H may be extended

to an element  x of  (p, a(F, £))' = £.  Clearly  x has properties (a) and (b).

(ii) Suppose  p £ pnsg.   Then p £ fing C finCT(E    P., so g £ FH  can be defined

by

(g, y) =st (p, *y)   for all  y £ F.

Let   F be a 0-neighborhood of  0.   By Theorem 1.2 there exists  x  in   E  such that

p £ ^*{/+ *x.  Thus if y £ í/°n|^l0, then   |(p, *y)| < ^+ M= 1  and therefore

\(g> y >I < 1  for all  y £ L/°n{M*î°.   Thus  g  is   o(F, F)-continuous on   U° for each

0-neighborhood   U oí 0 and the proof is complete.

Lemma 6.3.   Assume that *m  is HQ-enlarging.  Let (E, 0) be a Hausdorff locally

convex space and let  F = (F, 8)'.   Then

nsg( F) = pnsg( E) n ns^.g Fj. El-

Proof.   Clearly, nsgC pns g Pins    ,E Ey

Let p £ pns g Pins    ,E  _..  Then for some  x in   E,  p — *x £ fi   fE p-iO).  Sup-

pose p — *x 4 Pg(0).   Then by Theorem 5.8 there exists  q £ Mg such that  (p — *x, z^)

4 *Kr  Now  ç £ Mg implies  q £ nsCT(P £s(*F).  So for some  y in   F,  <? — *y £

^(F.fi/0^-   Then  9 - *y e Mz5 niifr(F,H/0^ and> by Theorem 6.1, (p, q - *y)  £

Kr   Since   (p - *x, *y)  £ *K{   and   (**, 9 - *y) £ *Kj   it follows that

(p - *x,i/) = (p - **, *y) + (?><?-  y> - (*x, q - *y)

*
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belongs to  *K,  which is a contradiction.  Thus  p — *x £ pg(0) and p £nsg.  Hence

pnsgPinS/E p.Cnsg and the proof is complete.

The following  completeness criterion of Grothendieck follows easily from the

above results.  Note that it is a consequence of Theorem 3.14.1 of [6] that a topologi-

cal vector space  (E, 0) is complete if and only if pnsg= nsg.

Theorem 6.4. Let (E, 0) be a Hausdorff locally convex space and F = (E, 8)'.

Then (E, 8) is complete if and only if every element of F which is o(F, E)-con-

tinuous on each 8-equicontinuous subset of F  is in  E.

Proof.   Assume  *5R is tig-enlarging.  Suppose  (E, 0) is complete, g £ F#, and

g is  a(p, E)-continuous on each 0-equicontinuous subset of  F.   Then by Theorem

6.2 there exists  p £pnsg= nsg such that   (g, y) = (p, *y)   for all y in  F.   But

for some x in  F, p - *x £ pg(0) C pCT(E P)(0).  It follows that   (p, *y) =,  (x, y)

for all y in  F.   Thus  g = x £ E.

Now suppose that whenever g £ F    and g is   o(F, E)-continuous on each  0-

equicontinuous subset of  F, then  g £ E.  Let  p £ pnsg.   By Theorem 6.2 the ele-

ment  x of  F    defined by   (x, y) = st(p, *y)   for y  in  F is  o(F, E)-continuous on

each  0-equicontinuous subset of  F.   Thus  x £ E  and  p — *x £ p p->(0).  Hence

p £ pns g nnsff.£ p., and therefore, by Lemma 6.3, p £nsg.   This shows that  pns g

= nsg and  (E, 8) is complete.

Theorem 6.5.   Let (E, 8) be a complete Hausdorff locally convex space.  If

A   is a locally convex vector topology on  £ which satisfies  0 C A  and (£, A)'  =

(E, 0)', then (£, A)  is also complete.

Proof. Evidently, pnsA C pnsg = nsgC ns^^g E), where F = (F, 0)' = (£, A)'.

Therefore, by Theorem 6.3, pns^ = pnsA D ns^.g E) = nsA, and  (E, A) is complete.

7.   A theorem of Krein.

Lemma 7.1. Assume that *5H is ¡tf^saturated. Let 58 be the Boolean algebra

of all internal subsets of I = \n\ 1 < re < co] where co £ *N, and let p be any non-

negative, finitely additive measure on So.

If \A   I re £ A/5  z's a sequence oí internal subsets of I    which satisfies
n ' * - '      co '

lim inf An = Ico, then limn p(Aj = p(lj.

Proof.   If pKlJ) = 0, then the result is trivial.   Thus we may assume  p(t' ) = 1.

Ii the lemma fails for a sequence  \An\, then by selecting a subsequence if neces-

sary, it may be assumed that there exists   <5 > 0 in  R  which satisfies  p(l   ~ A   )

> 8 for all  re  in  N.  It follows that we may select a sequence  ».'<«_<••■   in  N

such that

ni/^A^.i i</<7-m 0
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for each  r in  N.  Since  *5IÎ is X,-saturated, Theorem 2.7.12 of [61 implies that

Di/    ~A„.| j£N\4 0,

which contradicts the assumption that lim inf A    = / .
r n       co

Theorem 7.2.   Assume  *M is it -saturated.   Let  (E, 8)  be a topological vector

space, A  a 8-compact subset of E,  C the convex hull of A, and \f  \ n £ N\  a

sequence of continuous linear functionals on E which are uniformly bounded on A.

If lim    f (x) = 0 for every x £ A  and if p £ *C, then lira    st (*/ (p)) = 0.

Proof.   It may be assumed that   \f (x)\ < 1  for every x in  A  and every  re in  N.

Therefore   |*/ (q)\ < 1  for  q in  *A  and  re in  N.  Also if  q £ *A  then there exists

x  in  A  which satisfies  q — *x £ pg(o).  Since each /    is continuous, */ (q) =,

/ (x).   Therefore   q £ *A  implies  lim    st (*/ (q)) = 0.

Now let p  be an element of *C.   Since   *C is the absolutely hyperconvex hull

of *A, there exist co £ *zV, an internal sequence  \q , q ,■ •• ,qw\ of elements of *A

and an internal sequence  [A  , A2, • • • , A^!  of elements of *R+ which satisfy

sLi xk= 1 andP = sLi Kak-
Let 8 > 0 be in  R.   For each  re in   N define

An = \k\ l<k<co and  \*f„iqk)\ < 8/2\.

It follows that  lim inf A    = /'   = \l, 2,- • • ,co}.  A nonnegative, finitely additive

measure  p may be defined on the Boolean algebra of internal subsets  A  of  /     by

u(A) =st(Zx\
\keA       j

Then  pil^f) = 1, so by Lemma 7.1 there exists  reQ  such that  re > tzq  implies  p(Aß) >

1 — S/2 and therefore  2,    .       .    A, < 8/2.  Then for re > nQ, we have

7>)l
í:eA„ iflu-íln

5  v^   v V- .'88

k = l keIù)~An

Since  S > 0 v/as an arbitrary  element of R +, this shows that  lim    st (*/ (p)) = 0.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 7.2 is the following standard result

(Theorem 17.11 in [5]).

Corollary 7.3. Let (E, 0) be a topological vector space, A a Q-compact subset

of E, and \f } a sequence of continuous linear functionals on E which are uniform-

ly bounded on A.

If lim    / (x) = 0 for every x £ A  and if z  is in the closed convex hull of A,

then  lim    / (z) = 0.
n   1 n
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Proof.   Assume that  *M is  (^.-saturated and 5li has  (F, 0) as an element.   Let

C be the convex hull of  A.  If z is in the closure of  C, then for some  p  in  *C we

have p - *z £ pAO).  Therefore, fn(z) = st(*f (p)) tor every re in N, and Theorem

7 .2 implies that  lim    / (z) = 0.
r n ' n

We now give a nonstandard proof of a theorem due to Krein.

Theorem 7.4   Let (E, 6) be a complete Hausdorff locally convex space and

let  F = (E, 0)'.  // A   is a o(E, F)-compact subset of E, then the  o(E, F)-closed

convex hull of A   is again  o(E, F)-compact.

Proof.   Assume that  *5lï  is  ^-saturated and 5IÎ has  (E, 0) as an element.  Let

C be the convex hull of A.   By Theorem 3.6.2 of [61 it suffices to show that every

element of *C is  o(E, F)-nearstandard to an element of E. Since A is  o(E, F)-

compact,   C is   o(E, F)-bounded and therefore every element of  *C is  o(E, F)-finite,

by Theorem 2.1.

Let  p £ *C.  An element w of  Ffl  may be defined by

*
(w, y) = st(p,    y)

for all y in  F.  It remains only to show that w £ E.  If not, then it follows from

Grothendieck's completeness criterion (Theorem 6.4) that there is a 0-neighborhood

U oí 0 such that  w is not o(F, F)-continuous at  0 on   U .  That is, for some  8 >

0 in  R, if r/ > 0 is in R and S is a finite subset of  E, then there exists  y £ II

which satisfies   |(x, y)| < 77 for all x in  S, but   \(w, y )\ > 8.

We now define a sequence  iy   [ re £ N\ oí elements of  U    and a sequence  ¡D   |

re £ zV! of finite or countable subsets of A.   Each set  D    will be enumerated (pos-
n v~

sibly with repetitions) as  D   = \d(n, l), d(n, 2), • • • !.   First choose  y. £ U° so that

\\w, y l)\ > 8.  Choose .D j C A  so that given x in A  and  77 > 0 in  R  there exists

d £ D j  which satisfies   \(x — d, y ^)\ < 77.   (D í may be taken to be finite or count-

able since  A  is  o(F, E)-compact.) Proceeding by induction,  assume  y^,..-,y

and  D     . . . ,D    have been chosen.  Select  y   , ,  £ U    so that   \(w, y      . )| > 5 but,
1 n ■* n + 1 ' ' 72 + 1 'l '

for each  z, 7 > 1  with  z + ;' < re + 1, | (d(i, j), y        )| < 2_".   Then choose a finite or

countable subset  L>n+l oí A  such that for each  x in  A  and  7/ > 0 in  R, there

exists  zT.  in  D„+l with   |(x — z7, y  )\ < 77 for all  7 = 1, • • • , re + 1.   Thus the sequences

!y   ! and  \D  !  satisfy^72 72 '

(i)   K*"- yn)\ >S  for all  re £ N;

(ii) if  z/ £ UíPfel ¿ e N!, then limn (z7, y„ > = 0;

(iii) if x £ A, 77 > 0 is in  R, and n £ N, then for some  d £ D    we have
72

\(x - d, y.)| < 77     for  1 < 7 < re.

Let  D = lJ[DzJ & e rV}.   It will be shown that  limn (x, yn) = 0 for every  x in

A.   If this fails for some  x in  A, then there is an infinite integer co in  *zV such
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that   (*x, *y  ) 4 *K..   But  *y    is  o(F, E)-nearstandard to some y„  in  F, since

U° is  o(F, E)-compact.  Condition (ii) above implies that   \*d, *yj) e *Kj   for

every  d £ D.   Thus   (d, y   ) = 0 for all  d £ D.   It follows that  d £ *D implies ( d,

*y0) = 0.   Passing condition (iii) above to  *5H (with  77 £ *Kj  and re = co), there

exists  d £*D with   (*x — d, *y.)   £*K.   for every   1 < / < 6).

Let  dQ be the  cr(E, F)-standard part of d, so that  (x — dQ, y ) = 0 for every

7 in  N.   Therefore,  (*x - *dQ, *yj) = 0, and hence

<**> *yJ = <%- */J =i '< %> *yo> =i <d' *yo> = °-

This contradiction shows that lim   (x, y   ) = 0 for every x in  A.   Also, since   U

absorbs  A, the sequence  !y   ! is uniformly bounded on  A.

It follows from Theorem 7.2 that  lim    st((p, *y  )) = 0.   In particular, for some

re £ N,   \(p, *y   )\ < §/2.   But this implies   \(w, yn )| < S/2, which is a contradiction.

That is, w is in  E and the proof is complete.

8.  Nonstandard hulls of normed spaces.   Let  (E, p) be a normed space in 5IÍ.  Let

fin    be the set of p-finite elements of  *E,  (E, p) the nonstandard hull of  (E, p),

and  77: fin    —► E the canonical  surjection.   (See the remarks following Definition

1.7.) The dual space  (E1, p')  of  (E, p) is then in m.   Therefore we also have the

nonstandard hull  (F , p') oí (E , p ) and the canonical  surjection  77 : fin  »  —» E'.

For p £*E and q £ *£', we have \(p, q)\< *p(p)*p'(q). It follows that if x £

F and y £ £', then we may define (x, y) = st(p, q) where x = n(p) and y = 77 (q).

This defines a bilinear functional on £ x £'. The following result shows that this

defines a pairing between E and E , and that, with respect to this pairing,

(£', p') is a norm subspace of the dual space (£, p)', furnished with the dual norm

P'.

Lemma 8.1.   (i)  If x £ E and y £ E', then  \(x, y)\ < p(x)p'(y).

(ii)  If y £ E', then there exists x £ E which satisfies p(x) = 1  and (x, y) =

?(y).

Proof,   (i) Let  x £ E and  y £ £'   and choose  p £*E and  q £ *£'   such that

x = nip) and y = rr'í^).   Then

l<*. y>l = |st<p, q)\ < sd*p(p)*p'(q)) = p{x)?(y).

(ii) Let  y £ £    and choose  q £*E    such that y = 77 (17).   Then there exists

p in  *£  such that  *p(p) = 1  and   (p, q) =J *p'(q), since  p'   is the dual norm on

(£, p)'.   If  x = 7r(p), then  p(p) = 1  and (x, y) = st(p, 9) = st(*p'(q)) = ^(y).

Lemma 8.2.   If cp is a p-bounded linear functional on E  and if p .,•••, p    are

elements of fin  (*E)  such that \n(p^),--- , n(pj\  is independent in Ê, then there

exists  q £ *E'   such that
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(i)   (p., q) = (n(p), <p) for  i = 1, 2, • • • , re;

(ii) st(*p'(q))<p'(cp).

Proof.   By Theorem 1.8, {?,,••• ,p   !  is *-independent over  *K.   Let  W be the

*-subspace spanned by ip,,--- ,pn\, i.e.   H = {2"=1 A¿p¿| A¿ £ *K for  I < i < re!.

Define a *-linear functional  a„  on  zf by setting

/     72 V 72

,z' = l z' = l

Again by Theorem   1.8, if p = 2?al A.p . £ H  and  *p(p) < 1, then  A. £ *KQ  for  1 < i

< n and  77(p) = 2? , st(X)n(p).   But p(n(p)) < 1  implies

¿ stU.Mp.), cp\ =st ¿Af(ff(ip, <p>

i = l ' ¿=1

< ?'{<$.

Thus   qa is *p-bounded on  H and for some   0 < 8 £ *K.  the *-dual norm of  qQ is

bounded above by p '(cb) + 8.  By passing the Hahn-Banach theorem to  *5K it follows

that there exists  q in  *E'   such that the restriction of  q to  H is  qQ and  *p'(?) <

p'(0) + 8.  Then  t?  satisfies (i) and (ii).

Theorem 8.3.   Assume that is K-saturated.  If S is a subspace of E of

dimension less than  k and if cp  is a p-bounded linear functional on E, then there

exists y  in  £    such that y agrees with cp on S and p (y) < p(cp).

Proof.   Assume  S is nontrivial.   Let {p.| i £ ¡\ be a family of elements of  *£

such that  !?7(p.)| i £ l\ is a Hamel basis for  S; thus the cardinality of / is less

than  K.   For each finite subset  A  of  / and each integer re  in  N  let  T(A, re) =

\q £ *E'\(n(p.), cp) = (p., q)   for  i in  A  and  *p'(q) < p'(cp) + re"1!.  Then each

set   T(A, re) is internal and by Lemma 8.2 each   T(A, re) is nonempty.  Moreover,

\T(A, n)\ A  is a finite subset of / and re £ A/! has cardinality less than  k and

possesses the finite intersection property.   (Recall that  k is uncountable by assump-

tion.) By Theorem 2.7.12 of [6] there exists  q £ *E*   such that  q £ T(A, re) for all

A   and  re.   Then y = n(q) is the desired element of  E'.

Theorem 8.3 gives the following information about the pairing between  £ and

É*.

Corollary 8.4.   Assume that *5R is X -saturated.  A subset of Ê is o(Ê, £')-

bounded if and only if it is p-bounded.

Proof.   By Lemma 8.1, £    is a subspace of  £'.   Thus every  p-bounded subset

of  £ is  cr(E, E')-bounded.

Suppose  ß  is a er(£, E Vbounded subset of  Ê.   If  ß  is not p-bounded,  then

there exist  cp £ F'   and a countable set \xv x2, ■ ■ ■ \ in  B  such that   |(x  , cp)\ > re
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for re = 1, 2, • • • .  If S is the subspace spanned by  \x^,x2,-. ■ \, by Theorem 8.3 there

exists  y in  E'   such that y = cp on  S.  But then   |(x  , y)\ > re  for  n = 1, 2, • • • ,

which contradicts the fact that  ß  is o(È, E abounded.  Thus   ß  is p-bounded.

Recall that if  *5H is K.-saturated and  (£, p) is a normed space in 511 then

(£, p)   is a Banach space.   (See § 1.) Under this saturation assumption, Theorem

8.5 (below) characterizes those normed spaces  (E, p)  such that  (E , p') is the  dual

space of  (E, p). The proof uses the following characterization of reflexive real

Banach spaces which is due to R. C. James  [4].

Theorem [James].   A real Banach space  (E, p)  is nonreflexive if and only if for

each number r< 1  there exist a sequence \x.\  in E and a sequence  \y .\  in E

such that p(x.) = 1  and p'(y) = 1  for z, / = 1, 2, • • • ;   r < (x., y.)   if j < i; and 0 =

<*¿> yy> if I > i-

This result has the following analogue for complex Banach spaces  (£, p):  the

space (E, p)  is nonreflexive if and only if for each real number r < 1  there exist a

sequence \x.]  in E and a sequence \y .\  in E'   such that p(x .) = 1  and p (y.) = 1

for i, j = 1, 2, • • • ;  r < Re (x., y.)  if j < i; and 0 = Re (x., y.)  if / > z.  This is an

immediate consequence of James' result, using the fact the dual  space of  (E, p)

as a real normed space is exactly the space of all real valued linear functions  cp

defined by

</j(x) = Re(x, y),        x £ E,

where  y  is an arbitrary element of  E .   (Recall that the dual norm of  cp will be

equal to the dual norm of y in case this equation holds on  E.)

Theorem 8.5.   Assume *5K z's K.-saturated and (E, p) is a normed space in 5H.

The following conditions are equivalent.

(i) The dual space of (E, p) is (£', p').

(ii) (E, p)  z's reflexive.

Moreover, if (£, p)  is a real normed space then these conditions are equiva-

lent to

(iii)  For some r £ R,  0 < r < 1, and some re  z're N there do not exist finite

sequences {*,»••• f*}  in  £ and iy,,•••,?  \  in £'  which satisfy p(x.) = 1,

¿(y^ = 1 for i, j = 1, 2, • • • , re;   r < (x., y.)   if 1 < / < z < re; and 0 = (x., y.)   if 1

< z < / < re.

// (£, p)  is a complex normed space then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to

(iii ) For some r £ R, 0 < r < 1, and some re  z're  N there do not exist finite se-

quences  !*!»•••»*!  in E and [y  ,...,y  }  z're  E' which satisfy p(x.) = 1,  p'(y .) =

1  for i, j = 1, 2, ■ ■ • ,n;  r < Re (x., y.)   if  I <j <i< re; and 0 = Re (x., y .)   if 1 <

i < / < re.
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Proof.   We give the proof assuming  (E, p) is a real space.   The proof when

(E, p) is a complex space is similar.

(i)  implies (iii).  Suppose that the dual space of  (E, p) is  (E , p ) but that

(iii) fails.  Let r £*R be such that  r < 1   and  r =, 1, and let co £ *N ~ N.   Then

since the negation of (iii) holds in *5K there exist *-finite sequences  \p  \ 1 < re <

co\ in  *E and \q  I 1 < re < co\ in  *£'   such that  *p(p  ) = 1,  *p'(q   ) = 1  for   1 < re,72 ' — — rr72 rJ772 —

m < co;  r < (p  , q   )   for  1 < to < re < cu; and  0 = (p  , q   )  tor  1 < n < m < co.  Now—        ' >r72      ^777' — — —        * ví«'    J 777 ' — —

the closed unit ball  in  (£ , p') is  o(El, E)-compact, so there is an element cp of

£    which is a  o(E , £)-limit point of the sequence  Í77 (q   )\ m £ A/Î.   Then for each

1 < re < co and each  to £ A/,

(n{pn),n'(qm)) =

It follows that

0 if to > re,

1 if   TO < 72.

.0     if   72 £ A

<^*W>=    jl     ifre£*

0 if  72 £ N,

1 if re £ */V ~ A/ and  re < O).

But if <j!> is in E' then çS = n'(q) for some (7 £ *E'. Hence the set [re| 1 < n < co

and (p , (?) < %! is internal and equals N, which is a contradiction. Thus cp is

not in  E    which contradicts (i).   Therefore (i) implies (iii).

(iii) implies (ii).  Assume that (ii) fails, so that  (£, p) is not reflexive.   Let

r be a real number such that  r < 1.   By the theorem of James stated above, there

exist sequences  [x.| z £ A/!  in  £ and  [y.| 7 £ N\ in  E'   suchthat p(xf)= 1,  p'(y.)

= 1  for  z, 7 £ A/;  r < (x., y.) if j < i; and 0 = (*., y )   if 7 > z.   For each  z  in  N

pick p. in  *E such that n(p^) = x. and *p(p¿) = p(x¿) = 1.  By Theorem 8.3, for each

j in  N there exists  q. in  *£    such that  77 (q■) agrees with y■ on !x.| i £ N\ and

st(*p'(q.)) < p'(y.) ~ 1.  Indeed the  q.'s may be selected so that  *p'(q ) < 1  for .each

7  in  A/ (multiplying each  q. by an element A.  of  *R which satisfies  A. =.  1, if

necessary).  Then for  re £ N,   *p(p ■) < I,  *p'(q ■) <1 tor 1 < i, j < n;  r < (p . q.)   if  1<

j < i < re; and 0 = (p;-, z/)  if  1 < z < 7 < re.   But for each standard real number  r < 1

and each  re  in  A/, this may be passed back to 511.   It follows that (iii) fails, complet-

ing the proof that (iii) implies (ii).

(ii) implies (i).  If (£', p') is not equal to  (E, p)'  = (Ê', p'), then by the Hahn-

Banach theorem there is a nontrivial p -bounded linear functional cp on  £'  which is

0 on  £ .   But if  (£, p)   is reflexive, then cp is in  E, which  is impossible.   Thus

(ii) implies (i), and the proof is complete.

Let  (E, p) be a Banach space.   If  (E, p) is reflexive, then  (E, p) must also be

reflexive since it is a closed subspace of  (£, p).  However, the converse of this

fact does not hold, as the following example shows.
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Example 8.6.   Let  ip   | re £ N\ be a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers

such that   1 < p    for each  re and p    ft».   For each re let  q    be defined by   l/pn +

1/q    = 1.  Let  E    be the sequence space /.     over  K and let p    denote the  I
^72 n ^ f pn rn pn

norm, for each  re in  N.  Then  (E ' , p') is /       with the /       norm.
72    fn q„ qn

Let  E be the subspace of the product Fl£    (re £ A/) consisting of all  x =

(«j, *2, • • • )  such that

\rz = l

< oo.
2»       <«.

((£, p) is the space denoted by  P¡   (E ) in  [2, p. 3l].)  It is easy to verify that

(£, p) is a reflexive Banach space and that the dual space of (£, p) may be iden-

tified with (£ , p), where £    is the subspace of ïï E     (re £ A/) consisting of all

y = (y  , y  , • ■ ■ )  suchthat

í ^ \/>

the pairing between  E and  E     is given by   (x, y) = 2°°  ,   (x  , y  y.

Now let  r < 1  be an element of  R  and let  n be in  A/.   Pick p,   such that  rn   'Pk

< 1.  For each  / in  N let  e. be the   K-valued sequence which has the entry   1   in the

/th place and zeroes elsewhere.   Then  each  e . belongs to  E,   and to  E,.   For each

i with   1 < i < « define  x.  in  F,   by

x¿=z-(1^>(e]+... + e¿).

Then  Pk(xf) = 1,  p^(e .) = 1  for   1 < z, 7 < re; r < (x., e.)  if   1 < j < z < re;  and   0 =

(x., e.)   if   1 < z < 7 < tz.  Since  (£, , p,) and  (E, , p.) are embedded (as paired

spaces) in  (E, p) and  (£', p ) respectively, it follows that  (E, p) does not satisfy

condition (iii) of Theorem 8.5.

The conditions of Theorem 8.5 are satisfied, however, by many normed spaces.

Recall that a normed space  (E, p) is called uniformly convex (or uniformly rotund)

([il or [2, p. 112]) if for each  0 < e < 2 there exists <5(f) > 0 such that p(x) < 1,

p(y) < 1  and p(x — y) > f imply  p(x + y) < 2(l - 8(c)).  It is easy to  see that if

(£, p)  is uniformly convex then  (£, p) is also uniformly convex using the same

function  z5(r).   Since complete uniformly convex spaces are reflexive ([7] and [8]),

it follows that if *5R is  ¡tfj-saturated and  if (E, p)  is uniformly  convex, then the

conditions of  Theorem 8.5 are satisfied.   A direct proof of this fact is given  next.

Theorem 8.7.   Assume  *%  is ^-saturated.  If (E, p) is a uniformly convex

normed space in %., then (E, p) is reflexive and the dual space of (Ê, p) is (£', p').
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Proof.   Since  (E, p) is uniformly convex, there exists  8 = 8(]4) such that p(x) <

1,  p(y) < 1  and p(x — y) > l/2 imply  p(x + y) < 2(l — 5) for each  x, y in  E.   Let  r =

max ('/, 1 — 8) < 1.   Assume  that  (E, p) is a real normed space:  we will prove that

condition (iii) of Theorem 8.5 holds for this  r and  re = 2.   If not, then there exist  x  ,

x2  in  E and y v y 2 in  E    such that p(x.) = p(y.) - 1  tor   1 < z, / < 2;   r < (x ., y.)

for   1 < / < z < 2; and 0 = («j, y2).   Then p(x2 — x^ > (x2 — *,, y2) > r > 1A, but

p(xj + x2) > (xj + x2, yt) > 2r > 2(1 — <5), which is a contradiction.  The result now

follows from Theorem 8.5.

The proof when  (£, p)  is a complex normed space is similar, and uses the fact

that p(x) > Re (x, y)   holds for any  x in  E  and y  in  £'.

Finally, we note that J. A. Clarkson [l] has shown that  I    and   L A[0, l]) are

uniformly convex for   1 < p < °°.   Thus if  *M is !K,-saturated, then the dual space of

I    is  /    and the dual space of  L  ([0, l]) is   L  ([0, l]), where   1 < p < °o and  q is

defined by   1/p + 1/q = 1.

Added in proof.   Since submitting this paper for publication the authors dis-

covered that Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are contained in J. J. M. Chadwick and R.  W.

Cross, A characterization of pre-near-standardness in locally convex linear topo-

logical spaces, Bull. Austral. Math. Soc. 6 (1972),  107—115; and also in L. Young,

"Functional analysis—a nonstandard treatment with  semifields," in W. A. J. Luxem-

burg and A. Robinson  (Editors),  Contributions to nonstandard analysis, North-Hol-

land, Amsterdam, 1972.
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